CJ Kitchens Ltd
Here at CJ Kitchens we pride ourselves on manufacturing a quality product as listed.
1. All our carcasses are bespoke and made to measure so that you don’t have any large
unnecessary filler panels.
2. All carcasses are manufactured from 18mm white melamine faced chipboard including the
back panel (not floppy hardboard).
3. All carcasses are made assembled by glue and dowel system (except for the 9x9 L base flat
pack for getting it into kitchen). This allows us to pay attention to every detail when
assembling the units to ensure a nice flush finish to the edges of the unit.
4. The shelving inserts are 7mm stainless steel sleeves that gives the unit a very desirable look
inside.
5. All base units come with fully adjustable legs.
6. All units are drilled for hinges to suit a door drilled at 86mm to the centre of the hinge.
7. All drawers are soft closing and deep pan drawers come complete with extension sides.
8. The wall units all have a concealed wall hanger fitted making fixing the unit to the wall fully
adjustable and is neatly finished inside by a round cover plate.
9. All edges are edged in white and 1mm durable ABS edging applied to all front seen edges of
unit. The additional option of a contrasting colour front edging is available if required at no
extra cost.
10. All carcasses can be made higher, wider and deeper to suit your requirements. This is very
desirable on wall unit depths to allow you to stack full size dinner plates in, which isn’t
always available to other manufactures.
11. All units over 600mm come with a centre post fitted equally unless specified on your order
to position elsewhere. Base units have a 45mm void at the back and walls have 19mm as
standard. This can again be made smaller if requested.
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